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Weather

’23 Paces’ Tonight

%rather
santa Clara 1111,1.
report: Fair today and tonnasow with northwesterly winds
at 10-30 m.p.h. decreasing toLittie change in tem’,endure with Mr highs today
041 and hms tonight 43-48.

’4 alt JI/11111.0/11 Mid Vera Mlles
star in "IS Paces to Baker
Street," tonight’s "Friday Diet."
presentation. Admission is 25
cents to the senior class-sponsored film, whieh will he 0111%11
In Morris Dailey auditorium at
7:30 p.m.
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Profs Look Into JC
Pupil Traits, Changes
’,indents’ values, ideologies and jirsoticilits traits change as
re-ult of attending tissi-ear. pithily junior eolleges.
-t lea,’ two SjS profe,aors Weill to think so. and they’re
itie research program top deter,eitingout lii prose II %kith a
mine that tlii tsiis ear puillie college lias a iii chological impact
an certain non-intellectital functions.
Recently granted $311,296 to conduct the studs. %err Dr.
---,What.les Telford, professor of psychology, and Dr. Walter T. Plant,
graduate student counselor. The
grant was awarded by the U.S.
Department of Ifealth, Education
and Welfare.
DISCOVER CHANGES
Dr. Telford explained they want
to discover if significant changes
occur in the non-intellectual areas
and also to determine if the type
of institution has an influence on
that change.
300
outstanding
than
stuTo conduct the study, Drs. TelMoore
lents are scheduled to be official- ford and Plant will coordinate inc-. recognized Sunday afternoon vestigations of some 6000 stuthe "invitation only" Recogni- dents enrolled in six California
:.on banquet, to be held in the junior colleges. Investigations will
be conducted over a three-year
,afeteria.
According to Connie Evans, ban- period. Procedures were begun
miet committee chairman, approxi- April 1, and will continue until
mately 350 student and 150 fac- Jan. 31, 1963.
,,Ity invitations were mailed.
"The same type of study is now
About 350 students and faculty being conducted at private and
:,:embers are expected to attend, public colleges and universities."
i-he said.
Dr. Telford said. "But this is the
Pres. John T. Wahlquist will first study of its kind made on (hi’
4ive a brief address, she added,
junior college level."
Invitations were mailed to stuJUNIOR COLLEGES
dents who have maintained a 4.0
Junior colleges involved in the
PA, outstanding athletes. 52 of investigation are Coalinga, Contra
the most active women, 67 of the Costa, Foothill, Hartnell, Mon.mst outstanding members in stu- terey Peninsula and San Jose City
tht government, plus those who college.
:.ave been honored in Who’s Whq
Actual testing will he performed
.:1 American Colleges and Uni- with spatric tests, to be given the
.SISITICS.
6000 students upon entering the
Miss Evans added that the $100 college. Two years later, the tests
-colt award scholarships, of which will be given to as many of the
.p to six may be awarded, will be same students as possible for coinresented to the outstanding mem- parison of scores.
..era of student government.
Dr. Telford also mentioned that
The cost for each dinner is they will test "sub groups." This
0. Miss Evans said, but the will include persons who have at,partan foundation will under- tended school for various periods
,rite SI for each student dinner of time, he said.
14 the ASH will do the same for
TEST METHODS
..ie insited faculty members.
Testing methods will include
the Rokeach Dogmatism Scale,
Calpifioernjuiraliepessyacnhdolothge.
measures
ikhei c: ha nmd

300 Plus
Will Get
Laudations

Fewer Than Last Year

ASB Election Lures 1000 to Polls
In First Day Campus Political Vote

Reed, 21. junior radio-television
major, and Pat McClenahan, 21,
senior social science major.
McCienahan is backed by SPUR.
The other presidential candidates
are running as independents.
Vice presidential candidates are
Bill Gilbreth ’sponsored by SPUR)
and Skip Fisk.
Three candidates running unopposed are Jim Watson for ASH
treasurer, Brent Davis ISPUID
for executive secretary and Dan
general.
Plumley fir at
Nine candidates are running for
four senior representative seats
on the Student Council. They are
Ted lieckathorn (SPUR), Louise
Saylor, Sally Rees. Marty Sleeper
.SPUR, Bon Brockett iTASC),
"NI .tery, Nlagic, and NIttsie- will he the therm. for today’s Martha Allshouse ’SPUR’, EvRelays and parade at the S.anta Clara count fair- erett Avila ’TAS(’), John Bird
ground-. The annual es vitt is sponsored
Lambda 1,bi Alpha and Roger Plumley tSPUR’.
fraternils.
Running for two graduate repIBM FOR JC’SDr. Walter T. Plant (I), graduate student counTile pit -in -art parade will begin at 2:30 p.m. at the fair- resentative seats are Francis
selor, and Dr. Charles Telford, professor of psychology, practice
ground-. !feta% 11111,1. stephaitie Britton of i/elta
oirririt!, Azimi (SPUR’, Stanley Stevens
on the IBM machine which will be fed data on their junior college
as ill head tip. pa rid,eiiiisists of marchingup
gros from SPUR)
Gary
Clemens
and
study.
%arum’s Its nig center,
oTASCi.
The entrants will be judged by
Six students competing fir four
Vice Pres. William J. Dusel, Miss junior representative posts are
Janet Douglas and Robert S. Mar- Pat Hayes. Ron Gerevas, Nancy
4 tin, associate deans of students,I
Reesink. John Gustafson, Dale
and IA. Col. Edward S. Robbins. Berry ITASCi and Pat Ross.
head of military science and lac-. Trying for the four sophomore
tics.
representative seat. are Susie BarPUsHCART ’500*
ton (SPUR’. Bernice Mangseth
After the conclusion of the pa- /SPURS, Judy Lagen. Joe Stroud
Sixteen hay ac’s;, high schoiiis leader outfits will Lie gien by
will be represented by 24() stu- Alosher’s store. SJS pep squad rade at 3:30 p.m., 21 pushcart ITASCI, Marcia McDowall and
dents at the ninth annual high members will model. In corrella- machines of all sizes, shapes and Carolyn Winnegar.
The orchestras of Dick Rein- ! school rally convention to be spon- lion with the fashion show will colors will take to the field in
Twenty women are running for
hart- -one swing, the other rock sored by the SJS rally committee. be a sweater display for the visit- SJS’ version of the Indianapolis ANTS offices.
p roll will provide the dance tomorrow.
"500 mile" race.
ing pep leaders.
Juniors Carolyn Cottrell and
music for students attending the! Discussion groups covering all I Presentation of awards will
Contestants will compete in 15 . Linda Lucas are seeking the AW’S
senior class-sponsored "Oriental aspects of rally committee activi- , climax the convention at 4:13 p.m. heats which are divided into a presidency.
Phantasy" May 21.
men’s and wornen’s division which
ties will be held so that high school in Morris Dailey auditorium.
Other AWS candidates are Kay
Bids now on sale for the annual delegates may share ideas and dis_
compete separately until the Blodgett and Karen Kraloyansky.
event may be purchased today and miser solutions to their prohle i,.
sweeps t akes.
fii-st vice president; Wendy monext week at the Student Affairs
A special discus.sion group toi
Length of the course is 550 . mt. Sue Schwartz, Sue Sorensen
business office, T}116, or in front advisers will meet also. This was S
yards. It is divided into legs, much and Rosemary MacIsaac second
of the cafeteria from 10:30 a.m. initiated in last year’s convention
the same as a track relay. Each vice president; Joan Clark. Caroto 1:30 p.m.
on a smaller basis. This year. ad - 0
cart is pushed by a man until he lyn Ramm. Lynne Rucker and Pat
Cost of the bids is $3.50. Pro- visers will meet each time students
reaches the relay point, where an- ,Tohnson. secretary: heeanne
ill go to the senior class. do. according
cm-its as-ill
other man takes over.
o
to Dave Towle, rally
Nortra Anderson. Site Barton.
The dance will be held at The committee chairman.
Linda Hardin and Myrna Mean COED CARTS
Trophies will be awarded to the
ical Inventory, using the Gough Village in San Francisco from 9
In the women’s division. carts natty, treasurer: and Gretchen
scale, will be used to test person- p.m. to 1 a.m. A 4 a.m. lockout hest pep squads after the son;.;
Ecker. Helen Haim and Gretchen
"I’m sorry; this is extension are driven by a woman and pushed
ality traits. The Allport, Vernon, has been granted women students girls and cheerleaders from each
repre-er.a.
by
a
man.
Men
drive
and
push
in
. school display their talents before 2110. not 999."
Lindzey scale of values will also by the AWS judiciary board.
is
their
division.
Vhile these numbers may be ficbe incorporated.
Dress for the event is semi -for- a group of SJS judges. First and
Qualifying heats are listed as
second place trophies will be tional. this comment and many
"With the tests we will at- mal.
more like it may plague campus events one through eight. Winawarded
also,
based
on
convention
tempt to measure economic, soDick Reinhart’s orchestra, diparticipation and individual rallv operators for a rew days begin- ners of these events advance to
cial, political, aesthetic and relig- vided into two sections, will
play! committee programs.
ning Monday, until the new four- the semi-finals in their division.
ious values," said Dr. Telford,
Following lunch. a special fash- digit extension numbers become A three-font -high trophy is award- Patti Duffy, are entered in the
"in addition to social and theo- swing in one hall and rock ’n’ roll
in another at the same time.
ion show of song girl and cheer- . second nature to SJS telephone ed to the winner.
retical areas"
queen contest fer the San Jose
Organizations entering in the
USN’S.
won’t
Plant
and
Telford
Drs.
Firemen’s Rodeo. May 2R;l0.
men’s division are: Alpha Tat;
The
new
directory.
containing
however.
work,
the
have to do all
The judging. which takes place
Omega, Delta Siimut Phi. Sigma ,
all
new
four-digit
numbers,
will
have
will
as each junior college
Saturday,
be based on horsePhi Epsilon. Phi Sigma Kappa,
be
released
Monday
when
the
will
ad
They
research assistants.
manship, personality. and appearPi Kappa Alpha, Sigma Alpha Epswitchboard
to
officially
moves
its
data
minister the tests, gather the
ance.
rIeW
headquarters in the Build- silon, Sigma Chi. Sigma Nu. Theta
and ship it to the SJS co-invesThe Queen will rem-he all all
Chi, Sigma Pi, Theta Xi and the
ing
and
Grounds
building.
:Igators who will score and antiWPSIC111 wardrobe, a trophy. and
Wesley
foundation.
to
Business
According
Manager
t Fraternity men, tor the fourth Rock. Tomorroy. 60 men, comprised
lyze the results.
ssclI he sent all expenses paid to
i
WOMEN’S ENTRIES
--- consecutive weekend. will volun- of Alpha Tau Omega. Sigma Phi Edward S. Thompson, the move
the State Finals of the Miss RoThose in the women’s division deo America cunte,t later in the
teer their services tomorrow to Epsilon. Phi Sigma Kappa and from the old switchboard quarters
work on San Jose’s Happy Ilol- Sigma l’i fraternities, will work was necessitated because of the are: Alpha Chi Omega, Alpha Ornicron Pi. Alpha Phi. Chi Omega.
on the project and complete the new buildings on campus.
low park for children.
’The demand for more lines has Delta Gamma, Kappa Alpha Theta.
Several months ago the Inter- IFC pledge.
Its
WIIITINt.
created a need for another opera- Kappa Delta, Kappa Kappa Gam fraternity council answered a plea
WOMEN ASSIST
tor." he disclosed. "But the pres- MR and the Newman club,
of the San Jose Chamber of ComPanhellenic council women also ent facilities were not adequate
A luncheon will be held at the Earl Di.o.’enisirt became interestmerce for donations for Happy
hollow. But the WC could not give have assisted in the effort by sup- for the addition of the fourth op- Lambda Chi Alpha house at 1 ed in handwriting as a small
p.m. preceding the events. Guests boy. At 3. he discovered that
money to help reduce the plying lunches. In addition, four erator."
nature Would have sent jittery enough
Mr.
Thompson
emphasized
that
$30,000
will
include those judging the pa- "Santa" was his mother through
cost
of
estimated
each
Europeans scurrying for bomb
women made up a sewing crew
the
new
numbers
will
rade
entries and the presidents her handwriting. Davenport now
not
become
Imit
war
produced
shelters would have
last Saturday to make flags and effect se until Monday.
first
of
the
fraternities and sororities. is a recognized handwriting
Thus
the
IF(’
became
the
world.
the
scare headlines around
thority.
banners for !hippy Hollow.
to
contribute
labor.
organization
Soafter
Now, less than a week
According
to
one
of
the
Rock,
man-hours
1200
Approximately
viet Premier Nikita S. Khrushchev’s sensational disclosure, the will have been donated when the major projects so fat. has been
discussion in Europe centers on WC completes its pledge, accord- the construction and painting of
I
ti I I ITIES Illt01
IA( hl I.I)
the political rather than the mili- ing to Daryle 0. Chapman, design- a giant maze. During the Past two
weekends, the fraternity men
SAN FRANCISCO
A subcommittee of the House Corntary implications of the incident. er and builder.
Formed human lines to pass ce- ’ mittee on Un-American Activities opened a controversial three-day
Much of the debate here reOPENING mircEnEn
ment bricks and cement to those hearing in packed San Francisco Supervisors’ chambers yesterday
volves around the wisdom of the
opening
date
Hollow’s
"Happy
Remuneration! 0! That’s
as college students picketed outside.
United States in making such a will be speeded tip considerably erecting the walls.
the Latin word for three
More than 200 persons jammed the chambers and another 200
Painting also bsok up a large
frank confession of its espionage by the San Jose State men’s
farthings! In this jet age 3
milled in the halls in hopes of viewing the investigation of alleged
share of the time as sr;veriti
and intelligence activity.
work," said Chapman. The park,
brass farthings don’t mean
ingts and fences needed ti i be Communist activities in northern California. The teaching profession
TOO COMPLETE?
although it will not he completed.
a thing. However, if you
V. ;IS expected to come under close scrutiny by the congressmen.
Some French politicians believe Is expected to open this summer. painted.
have 69.50 you can buy a
About 20 students from Bay Area colleges marched in front
the admission need not have been
new Timely Plateau Cloth
City Hall carrying signs reading "Defend the Bill of Rights."
Arrangements for the aid, rittite so complete.
suit. It’s a great year round
Intimidation -Smear are not Congressional Activities," and "Fre,
President Eisenhower’s news leer work were made by I .
weig6+ to.Nd perfect for
Speech is essential to n free Democracy."
conference declaration Wednesday Rock, IFC president, and Sam
summer job hunting. Also
IKE STILL PLANS RUSSIA TRIP
In clarification of an of ten-mis- I
that he again would propose to Yates, a SJS alumnus who is an
good for parties,
WASHINGTON IT:PI, President Eisenhower told a group of
understood attitude of TASC iTi,Khrushchev at Paris his "open
active member of the Happy Hol- ward an Active Student Commun- Repuhlican congressmen today he will not cancel his plans to go 1,,
dances, etc. At R /A
skies" plan was more than a
committee
of
the
San Jose ity’. Everett Avila, TASC spokes- Russia in June unless Premier Nikita Khrushchev withdraws hi,
iFt lots of colors.
counter-move by an embarrassed low
invitations
man, said yesterday -ASIl
Junior Chamber of Commerce.
chief executive.
The President said, however. that if Khrushchev wants to tonna
ernment should concern itself %kith
It has broad implications which
ATKINS
Since April 23, over. 150 vol- Issues of concern to all students
up his highly critical remarks made in Moscow Wednesday by withthe world’s politicians and statesunteers have pill in a day’s work whether bounded by the camp drawing
his
invitation,
it
will
he
First
at
all
the
right
Santa
Clara
with
to
with
and
deal
Eisenhower
have
to
going
are
men
time can be easily utilized elsewhere.
Nx,ww:::::*:00000.21
sooner than many of them think. at Happy Hollow, according to or not."
Approximately
IOW persoils
voted in the first day of ASB elections yesterday. This was 670
fewer than last year’s first day
turnout of 1670. A total of 2699
voters cast ballots during both
days last year.
Today’s voting ends a week of
campaigning by candidates with
platforms ASH Pres. Rich Hill
called "ill-defined" and "highsounding."

ASH candidates countered Hill’s1
statements, saying their platforms
were "concrete," were "possible"
and "had specific points."
Voting continues today until
3:30 p.m. at booths in front of the
cafeteria, in front of the bookstore
and in the outer quad.
Presidential candidates are Bobl
Tennant 20, junior political sci- I
ence major; Robert McKeown. 21.
junior marketing major; Howard

Pushcart Relay Theme Set;
’Mystery, Magic, Music’

Senior Dance
Will Feature
Two Bands

Over 200 Expected
At Rally Convention

wit chboard
perators
Face Change

Orientation Week .1
Leaders Sought

Today is the last day to pick up
,pplications for positions of orien-it ion week leaders. Applications
e a vailable in the Activities ofcce
Selection of student leaders for
ce week will be based on the ap,dications. They will he allowed
pre -register for classes.
Responsibilities of student lead,- s include leading discussions
,ah freshman groups, and tours
the campus.
The selected leaders will he reIiired to attend two meetings of
.dstruction
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Rodeo Queens

G

reeks Continue Work
0n
P ark Tomorrow

Spy Plane Incident May
Improve Summit Hopes
utr tRT DENsLET
International
The incident of
spy plane in Russia may
unproved rather than hurt
4s-ets for progress at the Big
oil summit conference beginning
re Monday.
,1 ’Stalemate of terror." stem front the knowledge on both
de, ’it the iron curtain that no
iii win an
all-out, nuclear
ir, has demonstrated its power
preserve peace.
frank U.S. adtnission of in:’Thgenve flights over the Soviet
mon. embarrassing as it might
been, has emphasized some
tile stark facts of International
’be latter half of the 20th

r

1 !WIVE SHOCK
ticv note of realism has been
Heeled publicly into East-West
’"lations, which have proven ca lute of surviving a shock which
-iglu have touched off a war not
long ago.
you years ago, during the era
Josef Stalin, a disclosure of this

world wire

TASC Clarifies

Friday, May 13, 1960

1SPARTAN DAILY

A Toast to Carmen

naeley Comment

Election Confronted
With Array of Issues

Campaigning Ends Today;
Why Expect Light Vote?
ends at 3:30 this afternoon. By midnight the news
\
will be out. One of the four candidate.s will have won- after a
rather short and not-too-violent campaign.
Considering the reputed strenuous rabble-rousing, which
automatically is supposes! to be part of electioneering, these
boys got off easy. And the fruits of their persuasive haranguing
will spell out their worth when ballots are tabulated.
The size of this ballot will indicate the effectiveness of
their bush -beating. and apparently present ASB officers aren’t
too optimistic ;shout this ellectienes.
ast 2500 ballots have been printed for the election of general ASH candidates, 1000 each for class officers, and 2000 for
AWS officers. But 26,19 turned out for last year’s contest fought among Rich Hill. Ron Robinson and Bob Gifford.
Septemlwr howed the normal total student body increase.
so it seems voting totals should shoot up a couple of hundred.
Mimeograph machines are in gear, ready to roll if neeestaary, but the fact that a smaller number of ballots has been
printed seems to be an indication that a smaller turnout is
expected.
Whether this lack of optimism can be attributed to the
energy of the respective candidates, or to the issues they chose
to support or condemn is a matter of conjecture.
But if the total vote rests at about 2500, one thing can be
sure: student government this year has not aroused the interest
of the students as it is supposed to.
Open at 4 r
Pizza with a "Personality"
HOUSE OF PIZZA
CY 7.9908
395 Almaden Ave.

THEY CALL HIM IKE
WINDSOR LOCKS, Conn. 111PDMr. and Mre H. D. Eisenhower didn’t hesitate when a baby boy arrivedthey named him
Dwight David.
Mon. & Thur. 8am..9pm
Hours 8am-7:30pm
Sat. Close 6pm

IDA’S
TUXEDO
RENTAL

Phone CY 2-9102

B
Dinner Jacket
and Pants
includes Shirt,
Tie, Cufflinks,
Cummerbunds,
Studs and Suspenders.
r

Pastel B7.
Red, Gold,
Plaid, White
174 South Second
San Jose

\erfect
leasing

IZZA
Spaghetti - Ravioli
11 Pizza Dishes
Prompt - Courteous
Service

FREE DELIVERY

CALL CY 4-4009
Closed Monday & Tuesday

SAN REMO’S
218 WILLOW STREET

SAN JOSE

GYPSY CHARMERThe popular second act of "Carmen" will
open the Opera Workshop’s production tonight. Falling under
the charm of the bewitching Carmen, played by Barbara Johnson, are the toreador, Ernst Bader, right, and the young soldier,
John Gamut, who deserts for her love.

Workshop To Open
Tonight With Carmen
Music ranging from gay gypsy
dancing to the solemnity of a
group of nuns will be presented
In the arena-style production of
the Opera Workshop tonight and
tomorrow at 8:30 p.m. in the
Studio theater.
The Opera Workshop, under
the direction of Edwin C. Dunning, assistant professor of music, will perform Puccini’s "Sin -

Art Group -Names
Exhibit Winners
and a $50 prize
in the first annual Delta Phi
Delta sidewalk art show was
won by Daryl Wehls for a lithograph entitled "Monologue."
The exhibition, located in the
alley across Fourth St. from the
library, will close tomorrow.
John Quigley won second prize
and $35 for his water color,
"Bounjoner," and third place
and $15 was awarded to Edward
Naone for his oil painting,
"Genre and a Jug."
The show features oils, water
color, tempera prints and drawings by Delta Phi Delta momtern.

Spa2tail

ter Angelica" and the second act
of "Carmen" by Bizet. The performances will be staged in-theround using a minimum of scenery, which calls upon the imagination of the audience.
GYPSY SINGERS
The "Carmen" act will open
the arogram with Barbara Johnson playing Carmen. Her companions, Frasquita and Mercedes, will be Sylvia Berkman and
Peg) Di Bari. John Gomez will
appear as Carmen’s lover, Don
Jose, and others in the cast are
Ernst Buder, Manuel Patterakis,
Stephen Janzen and Richard
Rossomme.
The gypsy dance which opens
the "Carmen" act will feature
Lynda Jensen, Gay Lewis, Paul
Bucalstein and Keith Gonger.
ALL-WOMAN CAST
"Sister Angelica" will be sung
by an all-woman cast featuring
Sharon Gilbert in the role of
Angelica. Others in the cast are
Delight Montanus, Ruth Williamson, Brooke Shebley, Phyllis Parmenter, Glenda Parker,
Linda Stones, Yvonne Tomasena,
Miss Berkman and Miss Di Bari.
Accompanists for the program
will be Marilyn Beebe, Sylvia
Woorikey and Stephen Jansen.
Tickets for the performances
are 75 cents for students and $1.

1
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PRESIDENT
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Immediate steps shall be taken to establish an improved ststem
of communication between the student government end the A.S.I.
by the effective usage of the information medie available, (e.g.
Spartan Daily. KOED) by system of weekly press ecinf
and the establishment of a presidential press secretary.

EDITOR: It is indeed encouraging to ubsere the student
body election confronted buth
with an array of issues and a
multitude of candidates running
for the various offices.
The intensity of interest and
the variety of Issues both are indicative of the importance of
the event. Candidates of SPUR
and TASC as well as those of
the Independents have taken refuge behind political barricades
to campaign for the offices.
It is likely, however, that the
personal conflicts and feuds
might overshadow the importance of issues and blur the true
picture of the events as presented to the electorate. Essentially TASC and SPUR stand
for the same fundamental concept: to get as many adherents
as possible into office. This is
essence of a political party.
There is, however, both similarity and difference a4 to the
means to the ends. TASC advocates political pressure predominantly for the culmination of
national and international aims
while SPUR leans heavily toward utilization of the student
government to focus attention
primarily over those areas they
feel within the local jurisdiction of student activity. In actuality both parties use the media of the political process and
the student public opinion in order to bring about a favorable
predisposition to action. . . .
As for the student apathy, it
is the result of the lack of confidence in the student government. But the student government is the representative of
the student body. It is the moral
as well as civic responsibility of
the students to study the issues
carefully and then to mirror
their opinion through their representative in the St ud en t
Council and via the general election.
FRANCIS AZIMI
ASH A5007

Ite\ . Martin Luther King:
"It may well be that the greatest tragedy of this period of social transition is not the glaring
noistneas of the so-called bad
people, but the appalling silence
of the so-called good people."
LEONARD FELDMAN
Assistant Professor of
Mitheniaties

’Circus Is in Town
For Political Clowns’
EDITOR: I see the circus Is
once again in town. The political clowns are once more in the
arena, aimed with tissue paper
swords and cotton tipped bullets.
One party seems lo be quite
efficient In making placards and
supporting all sorts of parades.
If they get in, the student will
have a large choice: he can either parade at bomb bases, five
and dime stores that refuse to
serve Negroes, post offices, grocery stores that don’t handle
German food or ping-pong ball
manufacturers who make only
white balls.
The other party seems to have
nothing to offer to anyone with
a brain.
There are independents running and they do offer an amusing spectacle. Some apparently
are completely insane and some
of their promises include: building a pool on the top of the science building, serving beer in
all classes, padding all typewriter keys with felt so as to keep
the student’s fingers soft, opening a bar and dance hall in the

hni ary and executing profs
who
are under the delusion they ;e0
better than students and If
upon smirking when they -;
one of the local do-goodets.
’rhis may not he the best college In the counti y but one thing
must be granted, we have
a
large number of do-gooders
in
the student body and faculty
who have made It their life ate.
bition to do good fur the no
good.
J. C. DUGAN
ASH 8584

Friday and Saturday
SPAGHETTI
all you can eat

SI

Special Attraction
San Jose’s Forerno:t Fclk Snger

BILL MUNDAY
Fri. & Sat. Night

IRISH
VILLAGE
93 Willow Street

There are baskets galore
at this unusual store.

Silence of ’Good’
Tragedy of Period
EDITOR: I think that students and faculty might profit
from a thoughtful consideration
of the following quote from the

cALERIE

B 1.0,1 Pr.,41+0
$295

Jam Session
Sun. and Mon. nites
Folk Music ...Tues. Wed. &
Thurs. sites with
Bill Munday & Jack Trailer
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Authentic
Prints
As typically HaWal.dfl as a
South Sea breeze!
Exotic island prints in a
wide array of
brilliant plumage
shades of rayon Fujiette.
If you’re visiting Hawaii
you’ll need oneif you

The A.S.I. will reject all sympathy movements which are out of
the sphere of San Jose State College.

size fits everyone,
and they’re Washable!

IV Active support will be given to ell political movements in the
Congress or the Legisleture which are pertinent end to the advantage of any group represented on the San Jose State Campus,
(e.g. Veterans).

’DENNEY’S

vacation at home you’ll
enjoy them equally as much.
No size problems: one

SAN JOSE
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near reo4icrucian Park
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In order to strengthen understanding between the Greeks and
Independents, there shall be a committee established, which will
be composed of representatives of the Independent Men’s Council,
Independent Woman’s Council, the Interfraternity Council, mid the
Panhellenic Council. They will be in advisory position to the president.

V A realistic view on the relationship between the administration
d so that a more cooperative and under.
rid the A.S./. shall be a+ ,
standing system eon be estoblishod between the two.
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Four Fraternities
Elect Officers for Fall

It
, relay team member Bob
ks was elected president Mont,y night. Other officers elected
,ere: vice president, Bob Sharp;
treasurer, Wareham Seatuun;
house manager. Ron Nevins;
cat chariman, Dave Munson; corresponding secretary, Clark Smith
ana scholarship chariman, Larry
Swenson.
DELTA SIGMA PHI
A steak barbecue honoring parents will be held by the Delta
sip on their annual Parents’
nay it,/ 21. The all -day affair
will be held at the fraternity
house and attendance is expeeted to include out-of-state guests
as well as Calinornia residents.
PHI SIGMA KAPPA
A. S. Laython will head the Phi
Pig house during the fall semester
next y.ear as the result of recent
elections. Serving under him will
be: %ice president, Larry Berlin;
secretary, Bill Goodwin; pledge
masters, Don Rademaker and Ray
social chairmen, Larry
blgea;
Cappelli and Chuck Butters. and
rush ehairmen, Dave Stuart and
Ben Brice.

SIGMA CHI
The slate of newly elected of
ricers for the fall semester is
headed by Roger Johnson, president. Johnson will be assisted by
Charley Wilson, vice president;
Bill Hauck, pledge trainer; Bill
Stansbeary, assistant pledge trainer; Birk Triplett. historian; John
Hopkins, recording secretary:1
Steve Frohling, corresponding secretary; and Bill Nelson, IFC
represent at ive.
SIGMA Al.PlIA EPSILON
Heading the SAE house during the fall semester will he
Leonard Perrone. Other elected
officers Include Jay Vekhoag.
vice president: Dun Plumley,
treasurer: Kock Plumley, secretary; Bill Bailey, rush chairman:
Dennis Palmer, pledge trainer:
Bob Foster, house manager; Gary bates. steward; Pete Mee,
correspondent; Bill SW aim chaplain; limn Ferguson and Steve
Snell, social crecharimen: and
Gary Levi, IFC representative.

1).
I he 4,4.10 esill tie
highlighted by a banquet, and a
tour through the new wing of the
’Ouse. Selections from the wont ens prize-winning March Melodies
presentation will be among the
featured entertainment for the
day.

Greeks Set
Variety Acts
For Agnews
An -All I.;t eel; V.iriei)
!,.
sponsored by Greek societ,,, on
campus, will be presented tomorrow night at Agnews State hospital.
Put on for the benefit of patients at the hospital, the show
will be representative. More than
fourteen different houses will have
acts in the show..
SING WINNERS

r, Hay, May

SUE l’ARMICIIAL, San FranIcisco State college humanities
jor from Vallejo, to Sigma Chi
cAREist.Noi, senior pre-Lox 1,-.

Universal
Wedding
Woes Told

MELS PALM BOWL
1523 West San Carlos Street
CY 4.2810
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I’m Really Not A Princess
I’m a Grade School
enjoying the immediate tan look I get from

SQUAWTAN.
WAUQS
rehcIt’s
asafe
etoo.
Tro chemical change
in skin while I’m tanning.

It SQUAW TAN at the
SPAR TAN Book Store

TI4

"Right on Campusamimnenwmasanans

Cool!
t..r!.tartlental :otion pl.x,iwear 0,at

,tr;e4k,e a breeze in
care for! Build your

.

m

Hole’s collection in str:pe, prints, solids
capris or bermudas with shirts
or new crop tops ...in sizes

7 -IS Mix em

match ’ern

, all at this wonderful
2 -for -I price!

t.t.4

6.99

The San Jose State men’s
and women’s glee clubs travel to
the Presidio in San Francisco
slay to present a concert in the
‘-i.rice Club No. 1 at 8:15 p.m.
Their last appearance of the
year will be performed before
the Faculty Retirement dinner
on May 24 at 3 p.m. in the college cafeteria.
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Engagements

According to Luau chairman
Leighs Church, close to 500 man
hours have been spent in preparation for the gala event.

The Ultimate in Bowling

LUNCH

le

Eirr "1"/.;"’ University of Caljunior pharmaceutical major.
Kappa Kappa Gamma CA11401.0:
iPO’NW0011,1, sunbonnet; educe tam major from Pleasant Hills, to
Delta Sigma Phi JOHN LARSON,
sophomore business administration
major from Lafayet Sc.

and

/44.
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Theta Xi Goes
Native for Luau

MELS
PALM
BOWL
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r name m
makes is sond
u
like w’re
e
return of summer so !moil’
There’s certainly been a lack of : regressing 1,, the kindergarten
variety in coed clothing during stage.
jor 111.111 Napa.
Sewed-dow n pleated skirts -the
the winter months Lind the sterPhi mumAKI/A,N ANN I.E:4( 0,
eotyping
certainly couldn’t get shorter the better may come in
junior English literature niajor
erns, but
much worse during the warm numerous coltirs and
from San Mateo, to Sigma Nil
have you mer noticed that every
months.
HAL PENNY, junior industrial ,
;
I have often wondered if there other woman on campus seems to
arts major .
is some terrible punishment in he wearing a dark colored, plaid.
store for those who violate the pa mm Puled cream ion
Drab brown khaki raincoats
code of rolled up socks. dirty
I’)o’li. I I \I I 1 \I
base been the traditional wet
"termies," plaid sewed -down -pleat,
weather wear thls past winter.
ed skirts, khaki raincoats and post
1,.111’..11
1,,
’411’1,..,
aee-stamp-sized head scarves.
111.11.1 remind the veterans
It’t \I\ Si 141/
Trying to play athlete, eoesis
cut the "good old dos" when rehoe donned the -giunev" sweat%eine soundest each morning at
11,11.1
s...kis worn by those illustrious
the bright and early hoar of 5.
in rehro...
-.within heroes. ((.riuited, thar
Last Is . there are those adorable
ritlyat conic In handy for Deese
little head scarves that couldn’t
1..111i 1:
It.-risers who don’t have limikeep the hair dry in wet weather,
\
I it
Stephanie Bruton, of Della Gamt. wash down past their valves.)
nor in place on windy days.
engineeriti
. I
ma, was crowned 1960 Lambda
could
do
Tennis’ The least we
The dress itself isn’t had, but
’
Kappa Gamma SANDY Chi Alpha Crescent Girl Saturday
By GAY PACLEY
is call the popular shoe apparel the fact that EVERYONE feels
et
,enior commercial art evening by John Savage, presiUPI Women’s Editor
by its proper terminology, 1 have they have to wear such is. Do We
Lafayette. to GLENN dent of Lambda Chi. She will reign
NEW YORK I UPI 1- A word
nothing against tennis shoe, tt,,, illtai -e to conform?
any bride-to-be worrying whether I OR I I \ I, University of California as queen over the Pushcart Relays
all will go smoothly on the big day. medical major.
today.
Kappa Phi JULIAN MILBURN,
It probably won’t, but relax..
The crowning took place at the
’ junior elementary education major
You are not alone.
DC, house instead of the Crescent
from Los Gatos, to JIM
Mrs. Fama Wilson ,PER
who has
Girl formal because the queen was
recreation major
helped close to 50,000 brides pre- RAIN, junior
ill and unable to attend.
rom Oakland The couple plan a
pare for the walk down the aisle. f.
Miss Bruton is a 21 -year-old
ANTHONY D. CAMPAGNA, JR.
wedding,
Sept.
10
without
says it is a rare Wedding
junior art major from Palm
some last-minute crisis. But someSprings. She graduated from Palm
PROFESSICNAL PHARMACISTS
how, she added, the hitch alwa%
!MIA l’..\sMAItT, University Springs high school in 1957 where
OPEN TIL MIDNIGHT
is resolved and the wedding come, ot California graduate from Sac- she was Homecoming
queen and
off perfectly. Well, almost alwa% ramento, now employed as a also Miss Palm Springs of 1957
PHONE CYpress 3-7500
There was the time a bride
nett hermit ician, ti ARNOLD A. She came to SJS after two year,
groom fainted during the cei
KOCH, junior chemistry major at Orange Coast college in Cost:.
SECOND AND SANTA CLARA STS.
mony and one of her bridal co,.
from Sacramento, on Aptil 7.
Mesa.
sultants hastily passed some spi,
its of ammonia to the best
He revived the wilted leading ti
and the ceremony went on.

Highlighting the evening’s performance, will be the women of
Alpha Phi, winners of this year’s
March Melodies. They will sing
medley of Hawaiian melodies.
Other featured acts will be the
Dullskulls from Chi Omega; Sue
Evers, Delta Gamma and Bob
Sherman. Sigma Nu, will give a
recitation of Richard II;
Dick
Freeland, Sigma No, on the banjo;
Rilma Morris; Sigma Kappa, will
sing: Kathy Eggiman, Gamma Phi
Beta, will. do interpretative dancing: Mike Deaver, Delta Sig, jazz
"We learned later," said NI,
pianist; Bob Garrent and Mike
Gerevas, Theta Chi, will re-enact Wilson, "that the bridegroom
their Greek show pantomime; and had braced himself with tran,i:.
Maryleela Rao, Alpha Phi, will izing pills."
"Our consultants carry a sn):
present one of her native Indian
kit to the church, hotel or home
dances.
said Mrs. Wilson, who is direct,
SONGS OF THE SEASON
of the bridal salon for Jay Thorp.
Also featured on the same pro- Inc.
"It’s filled with need le
gram will be Alpha Tau Omega thread and buttons- in case the .
fraternity, winners of last year’s is a last minute repair job to d
Spring Sing, singing "Songs of the Also, smelling salts."
Seasons."
"Brides faint So often that’s n
Bob Liljenwall, Delta Upsilon, news anymore," she added.
.
and Linda Janney, Defta Gamma, we have never lost one during I),
will share the master-of-cere- ceremony. They keel over at ti
monies for the entire show.
final fitting for a dress or wit
posing for their wedding picture -

OMEGA
INKel.e Chi O’s will be among
!hose honored at the Recognition
I:anqttet Sunday. The twelve! Sue
Alfson, Deanne Bennett. Claire
Cheshro, Carolyn Cottrell, Connie
Lyans. Becky Fudge. Pat
Mary Jessup, Judy Johnson, .1
(r.or lots’ [mini
,111 deGail S,.(1 Langen, Patsy Ross
corate the Theta Xi fraternity
them, are listed among the 65
house, 135 S. 10th st., tomorrow
most active ASB members.
night to create an appropriate atChi O’s Elsie Landis. Mary Ann mosphere for its annual Luau.
Fudge and Miss Langen were reThe Hawaiian Luau, biggest
cently selected for membership in
Theta Xi. informal dance of the
Spurs. sophomore women’s honyear, will feature a roast pig cookorary.
ed and served by a professional
Lambda
Fie.t runner-up in the
caterer.
(’hi Alpha Crescent Girl contest
The driveway of the house will
is Chi 0 Vicki Gordon.
he flooded and a small canoe will
ALPHA PHI
he used for the guests to travel
Parents’ Day will be held by the down the bamboo studded driveway. A large bonfire will he built
in the imported sand in the back
yard.
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Where Thousands Will Flock for Dodger-Giant Series

.10th 9tininf

Veeck’s Unique
Board Abhorred
II:. 4,5111 i’Ll.511.1t

SOX
CH1CA G 0
owner, Bill Veeck, the man
with the insigne item scoreboard
at ttttt iskey Park, became impatient the other night. Ile
pushed the panic button on the
board, which lights up like a
pin-ball machine, makes like the
fourth of July, and sounds like
the originator of all conceivable
sounds.
He originally planned to wait
until the first White Sox homer,
but it was not forthcoming for
the champion Chicagoans. Su like
"rtir.
a kid with a new toy, he tested it
x.
anyway. It proved a crowd-pleas"7
er and worked to perfection.
*.C2’
L’. ’;
-1:11
d
Several days later in a game
against Detroit the board received
opening day, will probably attract over 100,000
FILLED TO THE BRIM San Francisco’s now
Its first "legitimate" test when
fans for the three-day Dodger-Giants series.
Candlestick Park, as viewed born a helicopter on
outfielder Al Smith socked one
Three-Game Set Begins Tonight
Into the seats.
The antics of the celebrated
(or celebrating) set) r e boa r ii
caused a hub-hub in the Tiger
dugout. Manager Jimmy Dykes
to ask,
%tan perturbed enough
"What does he think this is?
Coming off six consecutive brilliant wins, San Francisco’s
itisneyland?"
front -running Giants hase the opportunity to pad their two-game
i)etroit pitcher Jim Bunning
Aional League lead as the clash with World Champion Los
didn’t approve either. He could
Angeles in the first of a three -game set at Candlestick Park
have delivered the next pitch, but
tonight.
instead stood with his back to the
For the
iota, it’ll be young lefthander Mike McCormick
plate, watching the board go
I (4-0i opposing the Dodgers’ flameWANT TO MAKE
through its paces.
throwing Don Drysdale.
The eboard. not realizing it was
Unless they blow all three
S1 000
bothering anyone, shrieked, and
tests the local pros cannot lose
wiggled, burped and whined, flashmuch ground in the N L. race, as
ed and twinkled. Fireworks ex!hird-place Milwaukee hosts secIN YOUR OWN BUSINESS?
nloded beneath it, and every sound
.ncl-place Pittsburgh in another
Selling America’s Top Sellimaginable blurted forth from the
ing cars ... Falcon - Ford ,ital series.
sound system.
Thunderbird
To date the Giants have preSome of the sounds were a cavBE YOUR OWN BOSS
vailed in three out of five games
alry charge, machine-gun fire, two
..
’
.
with the N.L. champs and will
trains crashing head-on, subway
make it toisgh for the Dodgers
screechings. jet bombers, and a
by throwing "tough luck" south woman screaming, "Fireman, save
pass Billy O’Dell (1-2) Saturiny
day and closing the trio with
, When it quieted down and Bun’SAD’ SAM JONES
"Sad" Sans Jones (4-2) Sunday.
... untouchable at Candlestick rung resumed pitching, the next
Jones, for one, has certainly
Nellie Fox, could see the
hatter.
4 .;.,.
,,
on spacious Candle- I
iz
pr.
as his long homer was the only Detroit hurler was perturbed.
an
incredible
4-0
for
stick
Park.
S. Stenc?raci,e,
"’Just think." said one White
St. Louis tally in a 3-1 loss.
home record.
P-...se 4e_
6. S.a:c-5 or
Sox, .
7, 0".-e spa:r,
In 36 innings of Candlestick
Four days
later, the Chicago or three homers in one inning?
E. Te’ec.---c
. Park labor. Jones has allowed but Cubs’ Walt Moryn lofted an It might drive the pitcher se
9 Ss’,
I.....
nine hits while hurling a pair of eighth-inning
pinch -homer over nuts!"
Ithree-hitters, a two-hitter, and a the right field barrier to deprive
*
You Furnish
one-hit gem.
,Jones of a no-hitter in a 6-1 loss.
DYING MINOR leaff.tie baseball
T ME & wORK
Ex -teammate Leon Wagner
A week ago ’Toothpick Sam’ suffered a severe blow in the
We Guarantee
spoiled an opening day blank hid started the Giants six -game win
Southern As so ci a ti on several
skein with a 5-1, three -hit, win weeks ago when Russwood Park.
$400 Per Month
over the then-first -place Pitts- home of the Memphis Chicks of
FORTOLA DRY CLEANING
burgh Pirates -- Roberto Clemen- the S.A. was destroyed by fire.
AND LAUNDRY SERVICE
te’s homer accounting for the only I Fighting to retain minor league
Pirate run.
baseball. the Tennessee town got
-s& Repa:r.,3
Wednesday he allowed but two I behind the tiallclub, backing it as
W,1:;arns
263 E
CY 441042
’scratch" hits in notching a 10 ne,- ’ a community-owned club.
-vaited shutout over Philadelphia.
Hodges Field, a football stadium.
was converted into a baseball
A &M Auto Repair
strong
right
arm
of
Riding the
nark. One hitch however. Because
GENERAL AUTO REPAIR
Iones, the other S.F. cluickers of the field’s dimensions, the right
SPECIALTY
have also recorded some fine field fence was a mere stone’s
Powerqhde
Hydrameic
flinging in the six -game sweep throw away at 204 feet.
student rotes over Pittsburgh and PhiladelFollowing the example of the
San Jose Ford
456 E Sen Salvador CY 5.4247
phia.
Dodgers in the Los Angeles ColiSan Joss
375 So. M..
Opposng teams have scored but seum. where they play with a
nine runs against the Giants in 251 -foot left field barrier and xi
Those six games and five of them 10-foot screen to compensate f:came in one contest - - a 6-5 win the short distance, the Chicks
ilso erected a 40 -foot wire mesh.
over the l3ucs Saturday.
eisme the (’hicks debut In the
Another pleosant Giant surprise
has been the hitting of the non- park and the right field seats
with ASB Cord
-:uggers. For the most part, win - became Homer Haven. Denpite
Fri. Sat. -Sun. Only
,)!rig hits during the win skein the nereen. nix balls cleared the
ave been produced by Hobie right field harrier and a not her
’Andrith. Jimmy Davenport, Ed - Ilse. ...altered through left and
ii’ Bressoud, and Don Blasingarne. center, set an all-time mark for
The Dodgers, on the road after homers in a Southern AssociaSEVENTH and SANTA CLARA
: 4-9 Coliseum home stand, should tion game.
Immediately following the conabout ready for a rebound haycg
excessive bat t ing test, a quick rule revision marle
ordered by manager Walt any hall clearing the screen an
lston yesterday and today, in an automatic double.
-fort to snap the rect4lt Bum
RAIN. RAIN, go away... . The
slump. 11.s Nick Peters,
Chicago Cubs are enjoying a
JAZZ
selection
...
Fine
Record Department
lengthy home stand - most of it
student rates.
in the clubhouse. Foul weather in
the Midwest caused six straight
Reconditioned HiFi Components.
TEAM
W -I.. Pet. 013 cancellations for the Windy City
SN FIL1NCISCO 17-7 .708
nine before yesterday’s game with
Systems ... Kits or Wired
Pittsburgh
13-9 .623 2
Cincinnati.
11-T .611 3
’lib% atikee
Large selection of quarter and half-track tapes.
The record for consecutive rain incinnati
12 -11 ’522 4’1 outs k nine, set way hack in 1903.
Los Angeles
11-li 440 6,2
Open Monday and Thursday til 9.00 p.m.
st. Louis
CY 7-7111
79 S. THIRD
9-16
360 $ir
Philadelphia
9-13 .729
7
I, Ice..
613 .316 S’2
Applications for next week’s
’’vice’ wrestling tournament must
I.e submitted to the intramural
,fluire by Tuesday.
The tourney will take pl ace
Thursday and Friday and is open
REBUILT
GENERATORS
Brake Shoes
’r all male non -lettermen in u -rest.
Regulators lityRebuilt by factory est
!mg
PER SET
pert.s. Toptot
Rebuilt by factory 1
e4:4
most quality.
11.0 qualify, heavy men and "’hob,. ouer
AL! CARS
7 OR
duty, dual M elon. untied.
as* 110
each,
Big Discounts on
Hoye power for
reel fast stop’
P1

S.F. Out To Pad Lead
Per Mo.
Immediately

-- SPARTAN SPECIAL -95c
STEAK

Relay Team, Backstrokers Enter
FHC Olympic Development Meet
With the regular season concluded, Coach Tom O’Neill will
send some of his state college
aqua champions back into action
this weekend its the first of a
series of Olympic development
meets.
The Spartans will enter a medley relay team and several backstrokers at the Fremont Its 11 s
Club pool Sunday morning.
Ace Tom Macedo, Jerry Cook,
Don Beukers and either Peter
Wolfe or Bob Wegman will corn--

15,t United Press International
Brooks Lawrence, an all-star pitcher four Years ago. was the,
principal casualty as Natiohal League teams reduced their rosters1
to the 25-player limit Wednesday night.
The Cincinnati Beds optioned Lawrence to ,Indianapolis of
the American Assn. on a 24-hour recall basis. The 35-year-old
righthander had pitched only.7 - 2-3 innings this year and allowed 12 runs, all in relief assignments.
CUBS SHIP THREE
The Chicago Cubs pared down
to the limit by shipping three
players to Houston and recalling
infielder Jerry Kindall from the
same American Assn. team.
Pitcher Al Schroll was released
outright to Houston while catcher
LUBRICATION ttt
$1.50
Moe Thacker and infielder Sam
Drake were farmed out on 24CAR STORAGE -Monthly Rates
hour recall.
NITE PARKING
_
$7
The Pittsburgh Pirates cut their
6 p.m. to 8 a.m.
roster to 25 players by sending
Day and Nite
$10
outfielder Roman Mejias to Columbus of the American Assn.
Vacation Trader Rentals
and outfielder Joe Christopher
Auto and Torrg S. .c.
and pitcher George Witt to Salt
Brake. Sar;c
Lake City of the Pacific Coast
Baff.,,e,
League.
Tunotups
All three were sent down on a
29 -hour recall basis.

Mt
D adr
aene

THESE PRiCES ONLY WITH ASB CARD
3 . 7161
a

9.95

Fuel Pumps
Rebuilt Water Pumps Rebuilt
Guereereed factory rbuilr by
Fecrory rebuilt, tested and proed on
matm of Cars, P,eftur tasted
air up etch.
and we guarantee
1/Q1
We also
hare Mem for Cadillac,
Chryslers, Hudson. an -1
Neh cars. Sayings of
$5 to $15

many

experts.
DOUBLE ACTION
Rue. 11,9Snow

4.79
each
ACTION

SINGLE
ERIE

3.93-110.1

1.98 e.ch.

Master Cylinders
by ffbertt.
ready to be instelled

Top quail -1 rIsu;IS

Gasoline!
Motor Oil
All brands 38c qt.
Cigarettes 22c pk.

mos
Aim

SUPPLY

SAHARA OIL CO.

9 pro

Thurs.

2ND and WILLIAM

On

COTO’S,.

Macedo, whose 205.1 clocki,
in the state college champi,
last week, set a new
standard in the 200 -yard
Ci
stroke, will definitely go to hi Olympic swimming trials in Is,
troit this August.
His time in the SiS pk,1 s,r,sr,!
have beets good enough for
ond place in the NCAA
at Dallas in March. Only cho.-:
Bittick of USC posted a bettor
time.
O’Neill Is confident that Ma.
eedo can tap indiana’s Dirk
Beaver who churned the 209
yards In 2:05.1 In the nationals.
r

ALL,

MAVE TO LOUISVILLE
The Milwaukee Braves optioned
pitcher George Brunet and outfielder Lee Maye to Louisville of
the American Assn. Brunet was
obtained earlier Wednesday from
the Kansas City Athletics in an
even-up swap ) for pitcher Bob
Giggle.
The Philadelphia Phillips handed recently -ineffective vet southpaw Curt Simmons his unconditional release.
The San Francisco Giants released veteran right-hander Ramon Monzant outright to Tacoma.
Wash., and optioned pitcher Verb’
Tiefenthaler to the same Pacific
’Coast League team

Debb
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PRICE

STUDENT
SPECIALS

on a selection of

"Th

STEREO JAZZ record:
including such artists
Ray Charles, Chris

Stud

Conner, Modern Jazz
Quartet,

e4c.
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Skin Diving Shop
554 S

BASCOM AVE.

ELECTION

SAN JOSE
MAX:

Greetings, Caveman.

GROWLER: Careful, commoner. You are addressing the
future president of San Jose S tate,
MAX: What do you know about being a president! You don’t
even know what a platform is
GROWLER: Hold your tongue!! am running on the
S.F.T.A.O.A.D.A. ticket

Crystal Creamery

N.L. Standings

prise the relay quartet. while Macedo and Wegrnan will both be
entered in backstroke competition.
The III(’ pool is a 30-mcts:r,
one of few
Olympic size tank
In the area. "This size pool can
either help or hinder a swimmer’s past performances," O’Neill said.
"Less turns are required in the
55-yard pool and a man who picks
up ground on the turns may lose
time with less turns in the longer pool," O’Neill commented.

Former Hill Aces Lawrence,
Simmons Axe d in Cut-Downs

EGGS
Quart of Milk

ALCO-PARAMOUNT

sar

MAX:

And just what does S.F.T.A.O.A.D.A. stand for?

GROWLER: Society for the Advancement of After Dark
Activities.
Most Complete Line
of Diving Equipment
in Central California

MAX: The only society I need after dark is an advancement
to LARK’S for a hot dog.
MORALS: Loose.
When it comes to good food, don’t let laxity rob you of
the chance to head for LARK’S.
181 E. SANTA CLARA

IT’S NEW.
IMPORTED"

INDIA MADRAS
SPORT COATS
"Called the bleeding Madra.,
Traditional bleeding colors
Hand -learned
Three button
Colorful plaids
Lite weight
534.95 Value
NOW ONLY

24"

Dundee119 SOUTH FIRST STREET

Et

500

Same Results as ’59

?lick Knacki

Phi Sigs, DG’s Figure

To Repeat at Relays
Hy II. % N. NIATI.OW
The quintet of pushers I Ind dope) from
Sigma Kappa.
d"
that flea -ridden, emaciated -appearing. "Jonah! he cutide
pad ou fraternity row looks ittalestructable on the 12t1. a
1
Pudic:id Relays dope sheet.
Should the Phi Sigs win 4th,.- Bismarck was also intlestructablel it will mark the second year in a row for the Ilth st. club.
Pushing Jim D’Amieo will be the Fullerton flash Dave
Towle, who doubles IA rally chairman, the Whittier whimp Willie
s;teilikanip, rapid Robert George,
Mike Davis and Tom Fisher.
Whirlybird Dave Hurtburt, allpurpose Jock (with a capital J1
from the Pi Kappa Alpha house,
figures to anchor home brother
"THE
Paul Whiting for second spot.
FIRST OR ELSE
All the greeks know that there
is no gravy or kisses from the
Starring
hysterical honeys for finishing
Debbie Reynolds Glenn Ford
anything BUT first.
also
Notching the number three spot
will be Alpha Tau Omega. With
minute Bill Moore in the seat of
the action and Mickey Filing pushing the final lap, the 120 strong
ATO’s wild yelling will fill the
EL RANCHO DRIVE-IN
area close to the finish line, but
to no avail as the Phi Sign will
"CASH McCALL"
have eased up some 10 yards up
also
the strip.
Will the sailor girls from Delta
"BRAMBLE BUSH"
Gamma repeat? Not if’ pretty
,rd B- Barbara Rush
Linda Lavoi and Doug McChesney
have anything to say about the
TOWNE THEATER
situation.
The latter two, representing Al"400 BLOWS"
pha Phi, figure to give the speedy
DG team fits in the home stretch,
"The Man Upstairs" a carbon copy of 1959.
lard A:ornLough
BULK OF BRIGADE
McChesney and his fellow baseball team members Larry WilStudent Discount Tickets
liams and John Jurivich compose
NOW ON SALE
the bulk of the Alpha Phi brigade.
$1 Entitles You To One
Big Bruce Little will burn the
Foe Admission - Reduced Pr;ces
for one year
final leg along with the small but
mighty Dick Underhill and Norm
FOX THEATER
Rostock, a ringer imported from
Cal who also dickers and dabbles
on the basketball court, are the
GAY THEATER
speed-burners for the DG’s.
This corner calls it the Phi Sigs
’Room at the Top’
and DG’s in their respective divisions with the sailor girls pre’Mad Little Island’
vailing over the unforgiving fraternity lads in the sweepstakes.

Shode SLATE
MAYFAIR

GAZEBO"

"THE ANGRY
RED PLANET"

SPARTAN DRIVE-IN
TOP COMEDY TEAM
Glenn Ford - Debbie Reynolds
"THE GAZEBO"
"Guns of the Timberland"
also "NOAH’S ARK"
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Old World Charm in Dining
America’s Most Beautiful Ilofbrau

Authentic Bavarian Food
Music Every Night
San Jose State’s FRED SOETJE
America’s greatest Rinky-Tink Piano stylist
(Appears Men.. Thum)
Die Rhinelander
"Deacon" Shimmin
end his Disieland Piano i 217?Lii
Band
"r1
Sun.-Tues.-Wed.
n
Fri -Sat.

garden City
51 SO MARKET ST.

Mprau
L-el..

;7--i--4

CY 7-2002

l’a-aaftirmrw,
You will find the
largest selection at
Bona Sera Plymouth City

Valiant
ONLY
$29 5 00
DOWN

AND ONLY
$

994

PER MONTH

-1,11 iffir
4011,

Hal Littler
Durward McMahan
Either of these men cars save you hundreds of dollars on

PLYMOUTH and DeSOTO

Bona Sera Plymouth City
500 So. First Street

CY 4-2771

San Jose

1
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West Coast Relays

Spikers Meet Tough Troy
At Fresno Cinder Classic

By Nil:A PETER
VERN WOODWARD, Unisersity of Wisconsin boxing coach who
will be in the Bay Area next week for the U.S. Olympic boxing
limits, made it nude clear that he was disturbed with the Badger
faculty’s decision to abolish intercollegiate fisticuffs at UW.
"They didn’t even give me a hearing," griped the well -liked
mentor, who had been promised a chance to explain his views on
collegiate boxing before the faculty board. When the sport was
condemned at UW the veteran ring boss was not present.
Woodward, who will continue the intramural boxing program
at Radgerville and strongly feels that intercollegiate boxing will
be reestablished at Wisconsin, was indeed dissatisfied with the
administration’s stand on the matter as a result of Charley Mohr’s
fatal Injury after the NeAA championships.
"Hs interesting that the people you think would condemn the
sport- -Charley’s parents-. have not done so," he said.
"On the contrary," he continued, "they said Charley would not
want that.
"If we can change the rules to make the sport safer, then his
death shall tot base been in vain," he added.
GUNNER LOWENSTEIN and PAUL NAM coaches of the U.S.
Army boxing team, are a mighty confident twosome and could be
eating their words at the completion of the U.S. Olympic boxing
finals next weekend.
Lowenstein is particularly high on Elmer Rush, a 200-pound
heavyweight, who’s "exceptionally fast and punches hard with either
hand."
On Rush’s chances next week, Lowenstein flatly commented,
"He’ll win the heavyweight championship fur sure."
lie added, "Not only do I think he’ll win the finals here, but I
think he’ll take it all at Rome in August."
Well, well, Gunner, we suppose you haven’t heard of the Spartans’
Archie Milton, who has gotten tougher with every fight and should
be in tip-top condition for next week’s classic.
A double-winner in the NCAA finals 0958 and 19601, Milton will
be no pushover and a Milton-Rush elash would undoubtedly be one
the of tourney’s highlights. Rush has won 31 out of 32 bouts.
One thing is certain. The Army boxers will be in excellent condition, as they’ve been undergoing grueling drill sessions at Fort Ord
for three weeks.
They’re going to have to be if they intend to give Julie Menendez’ corps the shellacking they’re bragging about.
*
*
ROBIN ROBERTS, the sole holdover from the Philadelphia Phil lie "Whiz Kids" of 1950, was a visitor at SJS the other day as a
house guest of Spartan baseball coach Ed Sobczak, Robin’s roommate at Michigan State in the late Forties.
A winner of over MO N.L. contests despite tolling for a perennially last-plate team, Roberts has been constantly frustrated
bile pitching good gamete and losing as his teammates failed to
tally enough runs.
Asked what he thought of the post -season 1958 trade which
brought Jack Sanford to S.F. from the Phils for pitcher Ruben Gomez
and catcher Vainly Thomas, the reserved Roberts said, "The deal
has certainly been advantageous to the Giants, but Gomez has pitched
some very good ball for us this year."
What kind of an effect has the newly-appointed manager Gene
Mauch had on the ball team? Robin quickly replied. "Mauch
really terrific. He’s young and yet commands the respect of
the players."

SPARTAN DAILT-8

Hy It% \ MATILOW
Raiders from San between the broad jUIlip Lind 111
The
Jose State will irasci to F re -110,440 relay.
Burton will not be favored is,
I ur the West Coast Relas. hobruadjump, but may be "ps) morrow with one goal
I etiologically up" for the meet a.,
- -to Ninth+, tire team IrujalR the tune of upsetting Hank Vi- away from Hie favored (Ali% er- I ser, a consistent ’26-loot hopper.
The threat of Norton catchin,
city of Southern 1:alifornia
him, may force Willie William
Trojans.
into anchoring the Spartan sprit,’
Coach Bud Winter feels that relay learns to two world record,
come-through performances in the on the
Just track. The Spartan,
running events will detract from
are situated in lane two, next ta
the powerful Trojans who figure
Norton’s team, the Santa
to dominate the college field Youth Village.
events.
5000-ME1’ER DUEL
The battle between the Trojans
Max Truex and Jim Beatty will ’
and the Spartans may highlight
duel in the 5000 meter run wilt.
the meet, but certainly other out- Charlie Clark figuring to pick
standing performers will compete third place points.
Turning to the sprints, Ray NorTrues ran the distance in A/111.1
ton, Roscoe Cook and Leamon iean record time at the All -corn’ King are scheduled to churn in meet while Beatty competed el*.
both the century and the furlong. where and ran the fastest thre.
The trio have one thing in common mile of the year.
- a :9.3 100-yard clash.
Coach Winter reported ClarL
,

NO "SECONO RATERS"
Not deserving to be called "second raters" in any field is the
Spartan quartet of Bob Poynter,
Willie Williams, Bob Brooks anti
Jim Flemons, or the Trojan duo
of Angie Cola and Jim Bates.
The "Big Four" In the shot-put
duel will appear minus the current world record holder Parry
O’Brien. Bill Nieder 165-71, Dallas Long 164-6144 I and Dave pa,..
63-1012 I will be tossing for be!
ter marks.
A big man in the meet will b.
Bruce McCullough, who is fast 1.
gaining his junior college prom:
McCullough will compete in I
400-meter hurdles, a new event to
him this year. He will double in
the mile relay anti give the Spartans a badly needed fourth man
1 Another versatile Raider is Mar
Ttarton, a’ I... ’a II divide his time

time for the three mile as 13:59
one of the fastest ever run by a
collegian.
If the Golden Raiders take the
team trophy from the highly regarded Trojans, it may gixe added confidence to the local spikeis.
who are capable of giving SJS
its second NCAA crown of the ,
year.

eahttem

THE HOUSE OF FLOWERS

1:DUOUETS
CORSAL
CY2-0462 10th & Santa Clara

Second Scrimmage
Slated Tomorrow

The Palo Alining added two
more in the Mrs.-nth, but San
J11141. ripped Indian pitching for
six tallies in the bottom of the
inning to regain the lead in the
see-saw battle, 12-11.
S.U. knotted the count in the
eighth with a single counter, but
the Spartans retaliated with three
in their half of the frame to take
command, 15-12, going into the
ninth.
With Mark Johnson on the
mound, the Indian yearlings went
to work on another big inning.
Before the smoke cleared, the
Braves had six runs and an 18-15
lead.
San Jose notched a final run in
the bottom of the ninth, but it
fell two runs short.
Hitting has been the Spartan
weakness all year and it was ironic
that a 16-run outburst was still
not enough.
Third baseman John Rodriguez belted a three-nin homer
for San Jose and Pete SIIIV011a
clouted a pair of doubles for
the Fraleighmen.
(’hell and Larry Doss also

Mitt Mentor
Keeps Busy
The dual meet boxing season
ended long ago, but for Spartan
mitt mentor, Julie Menendez, it
would appear to have just begun.
At present, Menendez is working with five of his own proteges,
Archie Milton, Stu Bartell, Harry Campbell, Dave Nelson and
Ron Nichols, preparing them for
the ,Olympic trials next week in
the San Francisco Cow Palace.
A week after the Trials, Menendez is slated to fly to f:unope
to coach the United States military team in CISM (Conseil International du Sport Militainet
Boxing Championships at Wiesbaden, Germany.
Following the (’ISM
Menendez will conduct a boxitm
clinic in Nuremberg, Germany.
June 13-17,
PATRONIZE
OUR ADVERTISERS
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SKIP Pr FISK
PRESIDENT OF SOPHOMORE CLASS (511-59)
STUDENT COUNCIL (59.60)
VICE PRESIDENT OF BLUE KEY
SJSC DELEGATE TO 2 WEEK LEADERSHIP CAMP
EROSH. SPARTA CAMP
VOTE ... MAY 1 2-1 3, 1 960

MUSIC Of The immortal Glenn Miller
....as played by his brother

cocoinur
SAUTA CRUZ BEACH
DanCing Every

Sat. Night

T. JAMES

A voice for Ole students
of SJS in all issues of interest or concern, local,
national or international

GROUP
INSTRUCTIONS
GRADUATE REP,

HOURS
9 a.m. to 9 p.m. Daily
9 to 6 Sat., Sun,
Just East of N. First St. and
Bayshore at 230 E. Brokaw Rd.
CYpress 5-9542

GARY CLEMENS
JUNIOR REP,
DALE BERRY

Don’t You Agree...
CONTACT LENSES
give me
SEX APPEAL?
Pordner, mount your mule

CONTACT LENS CENTER
and get the inside facts from

JOE ALLEN and FRANK JACKSON
213 S. First

ehb MILLER

ORCHESTRA

CANDIDATES
WORKING FOR:

and trot on down to the

A.S.B. VICE-PRESIDENT

1435 The Alameda

4te

4TH AND

SAN JOSE
FAIRWAYS

1

Sales and Service
CY 3-9766

RANCHBURGER
45‘
iico’s TACOS

drills.
With the emphasis on defense.
1the Spartans will .try to iron 1)11(
’
!problems
which arose last week in
the first scrum. In the initial
I "practice game," Tommy Koshiyama, a fleet -footed halfback
from Hawaii, sparkled, as did a
satile Phil Clifton.
"Titch" was pleased with
performances of
quartertii,
Chon Gallegos, Nat Carasali and
Jim Erbs handled the signal -calling chores adequately. He is hoping the defense begins to row:d
into shape before spring pm.’
concluda’ a week
!--’

5 1 -hr. lessons
$7.50 per person
Ws. 6 persons per group

Pau/4 4cle4

PLEASE CAN I HAVE

Coach Bob Titchenals 1960 pigskin hopefuls will swing into ac -

had their hitting togs on
crashing three singles.
Too Spartan errors cost the
locals a pair of runs, but the Indians committed six bobbles.
Both clubs stole three bases in
the wild scoring tilt.
"The club this year was a good
one to work with," said Fraleigh.
"They had a fine mental attitude
and with a few breaks could have
been 13-3 on the year."-G.P.

See the new PORTA-CYCLE.
... folds easily for carrying ...
fits into the smallest car trunk.
Great for trarling, shopping, or
sporting.

GROVE

Fraleigh Nine Drops Slugfest
To Stanford in Season Finale ,tiononad, sicorima.m.,;gesaotur dtaz
A "pitchers’ battle" climaxed
the 1960 baseball season for Warren Fraleigh’s frosh nine as they
dropped a close one to Stanford,
18-16. The defeat left the locals
with a mediocre 8-7-1 season.
The "fireworks" started in the
sixth inning with the Spartans
leading 6-4. Starting Pitcher Bill
Dawson was soundly rapped as
Indian hitters found the range and
shelled him for five runs, making
it 9-6, Stanford,

Just Arrived!

CY 7-5174

SENIOR REP.
EVERETT AVILA
RON BROCKETT
SOPHOMORE REP.
JOE STROUD

1
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Engineer’s Home Ec To Salute 50th Year
Club Gets
Rec Beach Party
Charter

New Engineering Group

Soledad
Instructor
To Speak
1)1.. Carl Patton jr., member of
the teaching staff at Soledad Correctional facility, will speak at the
Wesley foundation, 205 E. Santa
Clara St., Sunday at 6:30 p.m.
Dr. Patton’s topic. "Education
as Rehabilitation," will deal with
the question "How is the concept
of rehabilitation, actually embodied in California’s penal system?"
A graduate of Boston university.
School of Theology, with a Ph.D.
from that university. Dr. Patton is
an ordained minister of the Methodist church. He is under special
appointment as an instructor at
Soledad, after ser%ing as chaplain
there a number of years.
The meeting at the Wesley foundation is open to all students. A
light supper will be served at 5:30
p.m.

ASCE CHAPTER-The SJS chapter of the American Society of
Civil Engineers received its charter this week. Shown during presentation ceremonies aboveare Dr. William Lorell, head of the
Civil Engineering department, William .J. Venuti, faculty adivser
and James McCoy, chapter president.

Valley Writers To Hold
Annual Workshop Here

SHIRTS
DRY CLEANING
WASH &

The San Jose State chapter of
the American Society of Civil Engineers received its charter at an
inaugural meeting of the group
Monday night.
The organization, originally the
Society of Civil and Construction
Engineers received a new name
and charter following the accreditation of the Civil Engineering department by ASCE in January.
Addressing the new chapter on
"Advantages of Belonging to AS CE" at the charter meeting was
John Rinne, director of ASCE.
Civil engineering major James
McCoy, former president of SCCE.
will serve as president of the nen\
group, until elections are held. Society adviser is William J. Venial,
associate professor of engineering.

DRY

IRENE’S

ii Valley V.
pnterence will be held here in the
Engineering auditorium next Saturday.
The conference, open to the pub-

Drive -In
Laundry

C/Orig
Union 76
51c.
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Canterbury Assn.
Canterbury assn. will meet for a
supper and discussion at 6 p.m.1
Sunday at the Christian center,
S 5th at. Sister Leah. an Epis- ’
copalian nun who is an instructor
it St. Matthew’s School, San Mateo, will speak. The meeting is open
to all students and faculty member,
se

JIFFY CAR WASH
Entrance Across from Civic Auditorium on W. San Carlos St.
Union Oil Products
Union Oil Credit Cards Accepted
SPECIAL

99‘ CAR WASH
With purchase of 10 gals. Gasoline
We give S&H Green Stamps

ions
oa t ure work sh
and speakers. Points ot interest
from manuscripts entered in a
writing contest will be discussed
in the workshops.
Judges will soon complete their
selections of first and second place
winners in the writing contest.
Winners
receive cash and
gold cup awards.
Judge-chairmen will lead the
workshops and participate in a
panel discussion summing up the
conference in the final assembly at
the close of the afternoon session.
A talk by novelist Jose
real will highlight the luncheon
program scheduled for 12:15 in
the cafeteria. Mr. Villarreal
book, "Pocho." recently publisheo
by Doubleday & Co., is set in the
Santa Clara valley of the 1920s
and ’30s and deals with the California Mexican-American community.
An awards banquet at 7 p.m.
in the Empire room of the Sainte
Claire hotel will close the daylong conference.

’I Like Nixon
Contest Opens
Students have a chance to win
$50 in a county -wide "Why I Like
Nixon" contest, according to John
Longinotti, chairman of the Nixon
for ’60 club of Santa Clara county,
sponsors of the contest.
The subject to be covered will
be "Richard Nixon His Qualifications for the Presidency." Essays
are to be between 500 and 1250
words, either typed or handwritten.
June 1 at midnight is the deadline for entries and all contributions should be mailed to the Nixon contest. Box 371, San Jose.
Entry blanks can he obtained
from Dr. Burton R. Brazil, associate professor of political science,
or Ray Blockie, SJS Young Republican president.

19 Books Donated
To Reading Room

A collection of 19 books donated
the Journalism and Advertising
department is now a part of the
department reading room. The
books, valued at nearly $100, were
donated by the Northern California chapter of the Mail Advertising Service assn., a direct ma..
trade organization.
The association also donated :
yearly scholarship, starting at $70
and rising eventually to $500. to
junior in the department. prefer
A
,i;
t., ably an advertising major.
serve as one of five college curriculum committees was activated
this semester by Pm. John T.
Wahlquist, it was announced yesKorean veterans planning t,
t erslay.
, transfer to another school at II,.
The committee’s function will end of the spring semester shoiil
be to make a continuing study of file the VA form for change:
all undergraduate liberal arts cur- schools as soon as possible, acme
ricula and course offerings of the ing to Mrs. Mary Simons of
college, except those leading t veterans office,
teaching credentials, and to re, Also, students who need a dra!
commend policies for their im- deferment form 109 should cont,,,,.
provement.
the Korean veterans office, Ad:,
Dr. Dudley T. Moorhead. dean of !
the division of humanities and arts.
who will serve as chairman, said
the committee met for the first
time this month and will probaldy
hold several meetings this semi.,
ter.
ir Harold J. Driley, as
Other curriculum committees in- professor of chemistry, was reclude teacher education, occupa- cently awarded a $3450 grant from
tional education, graduate and gen- the U.S. Public Health Service for
chemical research. He will continue his study of "Enzymatic Deformylation of N-Formyl Amino
Acids."
Dr.’ DeBey was among eighl
NOTE: Interviews are held in the SJS instnictors who recently la
Placement office. Adm234. Appoint- relved grants for study and iT
ment lists ere put out in advance of search.
the interview and students are requested to sign up surly.
SCHOOL INTERVIEWS
TODAY
The Glory of God
is Intelligence

VA Forms Due

-- s
-k...L..).
LADIES HAIRCUTS

LAWRENCE’S BARBER SHOP
In Felice Center, 24th & Williams

CY 2-4251

Science Professor
Receives Grant

Job Interviews

Uncle John’s

PANCAKE HOUSE
World Famous PANCAKES
1680 El Camino Real

1

WHY?

CH 3-8256

Spartaguide
TODAY
Alpha Beta Alpha,
f
; SUNDAY
Wesley f.mrletien

SAN JOSE’S POPULAR a
DOWNTOWN HOTEL
he

COMFORT
CONVENtENCS
FRIENDLY SERV1C1
MODERATE RATES
From $a 50 to $7 00
Drive-in Garage
FREE OVERNIGHT PARKING
71.106 G. Caldwell, hlanalar

55

Institute

I

C( 7 /ey)
Theology on a college level
LAMBDA DELTA SIGMA
ity for social,
LDS F
"I’9;1US Stnvify.

Opress 11-9404
.11/P alt0Of CONSTRUCTIC‘4
ffffsliSiON flaSIOUFT 11006f
(Waft WO,
tOusitAit4

mc,hrDA
I 8 p ro.
Independent Men’s and Worne-,’,
council, itneet.no Ct-t740 7 try p m,
e A
. Senior class,
Senior class, meeting. ,..nfot ,1 A
Sophomore cless.

SAN JOSE STATE
COLLEGE WARD
Regular Sunday wort.h,p
and up:1,ary meetings

CHURCH OF
JESUS CHRIST
OF LATTER-DAY SAINTS
436 E. San Fernando

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
Two Blocks from Campus

2nd and San Antonio
SUNDAY SERVICES
8:30 and 11:00 MORNING WORSHIP
7:00 EVENING SERVICE
Dr. Clarence Sands - Minister
"A Cordial Invitation for Every Sunday"

’Take the Bus’
to

TRI-C

WESTMINSTER
PRESBYTERIAN

SUNDAY
9 I , i1.11/. SfIlliiiar-"Fundmcohriesntiris
anintyl

CHURCH
for

6:00 p.m, Tri-C Cluli-"Consider Ilion"

PERSPECTIVE 9:40 a.m.
WORSHIP 11:00 a.m.
BUS WILL run thh Sunday
Church bus stops at 7t5 and
San Fernando, 9:16, 7th and
San Carlos, 9.20 a.m. Returns
to campus, 12.30 p.m. No
charge. Other stops as requested (CY 4-7447).

CANTERBURY
ASSOCIATION
Christian Center
92 SOUTH FIFTH STREET
Holy Communion at 7.30 sun.
Every Thursday
Office Hnurs: 9 a.m. to 5
Arnold
Batr

3rd and San Antonio

Religion completes the college esperiyec.,
Participate with other collegians this Sunday.

First Methodist
Church

St. Paul’s
Methodist Church

FIFTH and SANTA CLARA STS.

TENTH and SAN SALVADOR 515.

Welcomes you to
MORNING WORSHIP

9:30 a.m. College Church
School Class

9:30 and 11:00 a.m. -

MORNING WORSHIP

"Good Stewards of Christ."

11:00 a.m.

Edwin M. Sweet, Minister
Carl Mehger, Minister of Visitation

Episcopal Church
Services at Trinity. t N od
8.00 ems, Holy Cot---.,nicn
9.25 and 11:00 em.
Morning Prayer
W. B. Murdock, Rector
Warren Debenharn, Ass’S.

WHY I BELIEVE IN PRAYER
Speaker: The Re,n,--d Pore’ 4 !Aarphy

SUNDAY, MARCH 27th
5:47 p.m.

Student Speaker and Surper

8:45 and 11 a.m. and 7:30 p.m. -Church Scr,ices
A ,,aleda at Shasta
CY 4-’447
’K:

Dr. 0. Cu. Wnyht, Inter.urn P
Pev. George L. ClIin. Car,,,u, Ps

Sunday Services
Z1:30 & 11 a.m.,
7.00 p.m.

JOHN KNOX
FELLOWSHIP
9:40 a.m. Perspective
Cvreof study:
Why I be’ieye in Pre,- ’
m rfrpet r R .
nsnocI
6:00 p.m. Knor Club
meet student
friends here ...

GRACE BAPTIST CHURCH -Tenth and Son Fernando
An Arret,can Bapt,i Wtress

Presbyterians Welcome You
First Presbyterian Church, 48 No. 3rd
Services at 9.30 end 11.00 cm.
REVEREND PHIL W. BARRETT, PasILir
PRESBYTERIAN’S OFFICIAL CAMPUS MINISTRY

G. Winfield Blount, Minister
Charles Tyler, Minister
to Students

Main meeting: Tuesday 7:15 p.m.
of The Christian Center, 92 South Fifth Street
REVEREND DON EMMEL, Campus N.

CLASSIFI EDS
SUMMER SESSION ..
Classified Rates:
25e e line first Insertion
20c line succeeding insertion
2 line minimum
To Place an Ad:
Call as Student Affairs Office
Room 16, Tower Hall
No Phone Orders
Lost and Found
Super 1,onle Ce,,,Pra
IA-

, library.
I, Tan
Union

Transportation Available
- - 2 riders to she, rtp. to Senta Barbara
u:’ sty
I I,
7 p.m. Switzer
CY 2.1167,
Riders (21 needed. Store esp. to WY,
cm.ng.Co CY 2
eyes.
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_
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Lane, Son a,-,se
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SUNDAY WORSHIP:

"United Campus Christian Fellowship"
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Roger Williams Fellowship

WESTMINSTER
PRESBYTERIAN
CHURCH

A

Methodism’s Ministry at SJS

Rev. DONALD A. GETTY, Minister
John M. Foster, Assoc. Minister

of Religion
r.

oe

MONTGOMERY
HOTEL
Son Jose, California

South First St. as Son Antonio

Church Slate

Liberal Arts Group
To Study Curricula

r

FLAT TOPS

The Mime EconiSIIICS depart- quet in the Spartan cafeteria suit standing stialciik
lhome economics.
ment at San Jose State College Tuesday, May 17. at 6:30 p.m.
will observe its fiftieth anniverThe banquet, sponsored by the
The theme of the golden
tuanj.
.ary at the entlege with a ban- Home Economics club and Phi versary banquet is
"From
Upsilon Omicron, departmental ones to Missiles." Cost of Mem,
the din.
honor society, will be open to all ner is $2. Chairmen
of the var,
home economics majors and min- iota committees are,
Leura Sm,
CAHPER, California Assn. for ors, plus present and former fac- tini, general
chairman and
mis.
Health, Physical Education and ulty members of the Home Eco- tress of ceremonies;
Dana Ford
Recreation, will hold a joint beach nomics department.
tickets;
Charlene Lisenby
and.
party with San Francisco State
Mrs. Lorane Coole. home econo- Barbara Wigg, publicity:
Carol
Sunday at 2 p.m. at Beanhollow mist for the Hawaiian Pineapple Smith, hostesses;
Linda Sluthower
Beach.
co.. will be the chief speaker at and 1.oretta Dyar, speaker
and
Soft drinks will be provided, but the banquet. Mrs. Coole will talk program; Barnbi
Rudolph and Bei.
members are requested to bring on -Food Trends."
ty Buettner, decorations; iind
Car.
their own food. Members may also
Awards will be given to out- ol Fairbanks, clean-up.
bring guests.
Maps will be posted on bulletin
boards in each department.

I

Autos
_
.
, ’SO Corvette RAH
26 000 c,1
very’’nun.
,
_,,1 ,4Inr 5 p.m. ALoien 7 5’
vr-i"
Austin Healy, 114 Wh..n
715. Apt. 18. 101 I St In-,

Apartments F., Rent
MIsesslIonisoss fr Sale
Close to SJS College and downtown. I
hailer.
f.rn .,pt. $90 In, 2. $100 for
_._.d Utility
3. Water end garb. pd. CY 7-5921.
aft, 6
Piano Upright Ile.1.,
Brand new apt. bldg. 2 bed I stud;,s
S. 101h, apt,
Wal carpet. ry.rnp. (urn. All else. It. 350
hr ". 55 hI. ,:oreo .s. S,nimor rates Like new, -PT;:,1,-.4
’Jun do,k. InuncIty fee..
4E5 S. Voctur tiyoarbol;,
ph 5., l.n. Apt. No. I.
$I_S. Coll EL 4.7645
Susan apt. ,dents s.4mmer m5t55 $22.50. i new 3 spvid bites.
6. CH 8.6391.
es. Crill after
--- _
Sisrukes
Spews
Furn apt for summer: heated pool; 3
tr,
and
pot student per
Esperf typing anytime. Pickup
,.=s S. III.
40121.
CL 1-1824, CL 8-4335.
---- Women students, sure. rates. Mod. forn.
SI’
1-00 wedding ir..4mijos
apt. 25 per mo. 415 S. 5th. CY 2-3095. ERIDES:
gold as a lire’
P’us one in lunurious notes
H.
free!!
foapsaish Than’. You
14Ip Wonted-Men & Weems
CY 7.3105, AL 2-9191.
Sauter Pok
Full or pert time, Earn from $1.50.1,3.00
LILO.% 2.2000. 7.0950.
ser hr. Give gifts for SF Esaminer on 2Ple"1".
miles from SJS. Info CY
urtu
PHN. Case to sch. 404 S. 3rd, No. 5.
Cash for guns, swords. rnPital
Mr. Head.
Call AN 9-2144.

Dmis
5(5 n

the &Ir.,
cart se,
he use
another
F:xce/
the Gra
&Cs tail
closest
’then ti
WIly siN
nrc
ship
:Insert r
Th
Ste

Forn
For ’

